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MultiTrimTM

Menuboards 
Made Easy!

• Store staff can change
graphics in seconds by
simply sliding graphics 
into the frame.

• Save on shipping with a
lightweight aluminum frame
that ships unassembled and
doesn’t need a backerboard.

• Innovative rail design makes
it easy for store staff to slide
graphics in and out for
changing.

• Frames mount evenly
against most flat surfaces,
making them perfect for
fixtures.

The new MultiTrim is the ideal frame solution for menu

boards and can mount directly to your wall or fixture.  Its

unique design allows frames to lie flat against the wall

while also giving you the ability to create multi-frame

configurations for menu systems or collages.

Color options

MT Series
black anodized aluminum

MT Series
clear anodized aluminum 



Horizontal Menu

Window Pane

Single Frame

22” x 28” 3 Panes 

11” x 17” 4 Panes 

24” x 36” 1 Pane

All MultiTrim Frames are cut to your exact
speci�cations. Call for pricing.

Graphic size: Minimum 5” x 5”; Maximum 48” for split rails; 120”
for solid rails.

Black or Clear Anodized aluminum. Custom colors also available;
10,000ft. Minimum and an up charge may apply. Call for pricing.

Material: Aluminum with steel corners & ABS caps.

Protective liners sold separately. Call for details.

Assembly required. We can assemble for an additional fee.

MultiTrim is patent pending.

1-800-631-9707

Fram
es

Substrate Possibilities 

inches millimeters points

3/16” 5 mm. 187 pt.

Sizes reflect combined laminate and substrate thickness. 

maximum thickness
equivalent to: 
phone cord

Substrates should be rigid or semi-rigid. For thin, �exible 
substrates use backer boards or clear protective liners, 
sold separately. Please call for details.

Technical Information

MultiTrim Example 
MT Series

Example Graphic Size 

“Live area” is the amount of your graphic actually shown when
placed in a frame. When you put a graphic into a MultiTrim
Frame, a 3/8” margin is covered by the frame. 

Live Area Calculator

Graphic 
8.5” x 11” 

Live Area 
7.75” x 10.25” 

Available Hanging Options: 

Adhesive Backing

Screw Mounting

Frames mount evenly against most flat
surfaces, making them perfect for fixtures.


